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Abstract

The fraction of metastable-state Ar

(3p

D) ions in Ar

beam has been determined by an optical attenuation method
(OAM) combined with the conventional beam attenuation method.
The present OAM is based on observation of spatial decay of
specified emission line intensities arising from charge-changed
ions, along the beam axis in a target gas cell.
of the OAM is discussed in detail.

The cross sections for

one-electron capture by the ground-state Ar
and by the metastable-state Ar

( P) ions, o^i'

( D) ions, cr* , from Na have

been measured independently by the OAM.
sections are of the order of 10

The validity

-14

cm

2

Both the cross
and a£, is

about 1.3

times as large as a_, at the collision energy of 1.5 keV.
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1. Introduction

An ion or atomic beam used in atomic collision experiments,
in general, contains a significant fraction of metastable
species which depends strongly on the condition of ion
production.

There have been many examples that in charge-

changing collisioi.s the cross sections observed by different
investigators are remarkably different owing to different
fractions of metastable species in the primary beam used
(Massey and Gilbody 1974).

Therefore, several techniques

have been developed in order to determine and control the
metastable fraction of the primary beam (Gilbody 1978) .
Apart from the fundamental interest, charge-changing collision
processes involving multicharged metastable ions are important
for the study of high-temperature plasmas.
A beam attenuation method has been developed to obtain
the fraction of metastable species in the primary beam and to
determine the cross sections for both the ground and the
metastable states involved

(Turner et al 1968, Gilbody et al

1968), and then the method has been mostly conventional.
However, when the charge-changing cross sections would have
nearly the same values for ions in the ground state and in the
metastable state, as expected for the one-electron capture
process by multicharged ions (Salzborn and Miiller 1980), the
beam attenuation method can hardly be applied.

Furthermore,

the metastable fraction obtained from the attenuation curve
may be different from the true fraction because of excitation
and deexcitation processes (Vujovic et al 1972, Pedersen 1979).
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Seim et al (1981) have proposed another method in which
metastable ions are detected through a single subsequent
charge-changing collisions.

Hollstein et al (1969) studied

spectroscopically the collisional deexcitation of He atoms
involving the metastable He (2 S, 2 S) atoms.

Similar

approaches have been done by other authors (Blair et al 197 3,
McCullough et al 1973).
In the present paper, we are concerned with the one2+
2+
electron capture process by Ar
Ar

ions from Na atom, Ar

+ Na , at keV collision energies.

+ Na •+

We propose here an

optical attenuation method (OAM) to determine the cross sections
of the one-electron capture by Ar
4 1
(3p

ions in the metastable
4 1

D) state as well as in the ground (3p

~P) state

(Matsumoto et al 1981); the present OAM is similar to the
spectroscopic study of metastable He atoms by Hollstein et al
(1969).

In contrast to the beam attenuation method, the OAM is

based upon observation of the attenuation of intensities,
along the primary beam axis, of specified emission lines from
the charge-changed Ar

ions.

In spite of spectroscopic

measurements, the present 0AM needs only relative measurements
of emission intensities.

Thus, the OAM is rather simple and

does not include serious errors associated with the absolute
measurement-

When the OAM is combined with the beam

attenuation method, it gives the fraction of the metastable
Ar 2+ (3p4 1 D) ions in the primary ion beam.
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2. Principle of the present method

2-1 Assumptions

The primary Ar + (3p ) ion beam is expected to contain the
ground-state

P ions and the two metastable-state

D and

S ions.

The OAM proposed here is based upon the following assumptions.
First, in the one-electron capture process, Ar + (3p [ P]nl),
i.e. Ar (nl), ions come only from the ground-state Ar
+
41
+

(3p

P)

ions; Ar (3p [ D]nl), i.e. Ar (nl 1 ), ions come only from the
metastable-state A r 2 + ( 3 p 4

1

D) ions, and A r + ( 3 p 4 [ 1 S ] n l ) , i.e.

Ar (nl"), ions come only from the other metastable-state
Ar

(3p

S) ions:
A r 2 + ( 3 P ) + Na + Ar + (nl) + N a + ,

(1)

A r 2 + ( 1 D ) + Na -* Ar + (nl") + N a + ,

(2)

A r 2 + ( 1 S ) + Na -> Ar + (nl") + N a + ,

(3)

and

In other words, we assume that the state of core configuration
of the primary ions does not change during the electron capture
collision at keV collision energies.

This assumption has

been motived by the previous investigation (Matsumoto et al
1980b).

It predicts relative population distribution among

the possible terms of Ar (4p) or Ar (4p") state from the
statistics based upon the building-up principle of molecule
under the radial coupling scheme.
cissumed to be in its ground-state
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If the primary ion is
P, the measured population

distribution for Ar (4p) state is very close to the predicted
one, but the measured one for Ar (4p') state is quite different
at keV collision energies.

On the other hand, if the primary

ion is assumed to be in its metastable-state

D, the measured

distribution for Ar (4p*) is well explained by the statistical
model.

These fact can be evidence to support the first

assumption and its validity is now verified by the present
experiment as described in section 4.
Second, we neglect the existence of Ar 2 +(1S) ion in the
primary beam, because of its probably rather small fraction.
In fact, we have never observed the reaction (3) in our previous
study.

Therefore, we assume that the primary beam consists
1
of the two components Ar 2+ (3P) and ('D)
ions hereafter.
Third, we assume that each component attenuates independently
in passing through a collision cell, that is, the cross sections
2+ 3
for exitation and deexcitation processes, Ar ( P) + Na tAr 2+ (1D) + Na, are negligibly small.
This assumption is
discussed later.

Fourth, we assume that the one-electron

capture process predominates over such other processes as
two-electron capture and charge-stripping.

The two-electron

capture process is an endothermic reaction more than 9 eV,
and the charge-stripping cross section would be very small in
the present collision energy range.
assumption is reasonibly accepted.
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Therefore, the fourth

2-2 Determination of one-electron capture cross sections
by the OAM

2+
The primary Ar ion beam attenuates continuously along the
beam axis, traversing the sodium target cell.
On the above
3 P)
assumptions, the beam intensity of the ground-state Ar2+ (
ions, i(x), and that of the metastable-state Ar

( D) ions, i ' (x) ,

at a position x along the beam axis in the c e l l are expressed by

i(x) = I 0 (l-f)exp(-a 2 1 Nx),

(4)

i 1 (x) = IQf expt-a^Nx),

(5)

and

where I. is the initial intensity of the primary ion beam,
f the fraction of the metastable

D ions in the primary ion

beam, N the target sodium density, and a*-, and a*

are the

one-electron capture cross sections by the ground-state
2+ 3
2+ 1
Ar

( P) ions and the metastable-state Ar ( D) ions,

respectively.
The quantities of i(x) and i'(x) can not be measured
directly, but these are closely related to the intensities of
emission lines coming from

the Ar (nl) state and from the Ar (nl1)

state at the position x, respectively.

If the lifetimes of

Ar (nl and nl1) states are very short, i(x) and i'(x) should
be proportional to the intensities of emission lines from the
Ar+(nl) state, S(x), and that from the Ar+(nl') state, S 1 (x).
Then we have
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S(x) « Q(nl) N I 0 (l-f)exp(-a 2 1 Nx),

(4a)

S'(x) - Q(nl') N I Q f exp(-a| 1 Nx),

(5a)

and

where Q(nl) and Q(nl') are the cross sections of electron capture into
the Ar + excited states nl and nl 1 .

Therefore, a 2 1 and a ^ can be

determined independently from the slopes of

semilogarithmic

plot of S(x) and S'(x) against Nx, if S(x) and S'(x) are
measured as a function of x along the beam axis:

In S (x) = -a^-jNx J- constant,

(6)

In S 1 (x) = -a* Nx + constant.

(7)

and

This is the basis of the present OAM.

The lifetime effect

mentioned above is discussed later.

2-3 Determination of metastable fraction

Passing through the target cell, the Ar

ion beam attenuates

as follows:

I/I Q = (1-f) exp(-a 21 NL) + f exp(-a* 1 NL),

(8)

where NL is the target thickness, L the collision length, and
I the intensity of the attenuated Ar

beam.

If the cross

sections a*, and at, are obtained from the OAM, the fraction
of the metastable Ar

( D) ions in the primary beam can be

determined from equation (8) with measurements of I / I Q as a
function of the target thickness.
According to the conventional attenuation method, both
the fraction and each cross section are determined from the
semilogarithmic plot of I/I n as a function of the target
thickness.

If a., and ai, are nearly the same, however, the

conventional method gives neither the fraction nor each cross
section; only an apparent cross section is determined.
Meanwhile, in the present method, the cross sections a_. and
oS, are determined from the OAM separately, and fraction can
be determined in principle in the case just mentioned above.

3 Experimental procedure and errors

The ion source used in this experiment has been described in
detail previously (Matsumoto et al 1979).

Ions are produced

in an ECR plasma, which is based on electron cyclotron resonance
(ECR) heating of plasma in a magnetic bottle.

The mirror

field was produced with a set of solenoids; the mirror ratio
and the field strength at the mirror throat could be varied
from 3 to 10 and from 1 to 2 kG, respectively.

A microwave

power was fed into a discharge chamber through a waveguide
(a few kW, 2.45 GHz).

A floating electrode with a hole of

2 mm in diameter was placed at the mirror throat.

This

electrode separated the discharge region from a stage of beam
extraction, where the pressure was maintained below 5><10

Torr.

The microwave discharge was operated under a continuous mode
at 1^2*10

Torr.

to a desired energy.

Ions extracted from the hole were accelerated
An ion beam, formed after passing through

electrostatic lenses and deflectors, was mass-analysed with a
60° sector magnet of 10 cm-radius and injected into a collision
chamber.
The present experimental arrangement is schematically
shown in figure 1.

The ion beam was well collimated by three

beam-defining apertures A, , A_, and A, (A.,: 0.7 mm in diameter)
and led into a target cell.

The cell is an oven containing

sodium vapor (20 mm in length; entrance aperture of 1.0 mm in
diameter; exit aperture of 1.5 mm in diameter); the temperature
of the cell was measured with a thermocouple.

The cell has

an orifice at its upside for monitoring the target density and
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has a side window made of sapphire.

After passing through

the cell, ions were charge-separated with a parallel p.1 ate
deflector just behind the cell.
changed Ar

The primary Ar

and charge-

ions were detected with a Faraday cup B having an

aperture of 8x12 mm .

Another Faraday cup A having the same

aperture as B was placed at a distance of 16 cm from the cell.
This Faraday cup was used to monitor the total ion current.
The two Faraday cups were separated by 24 mm.
The target cell was kept at temperatures higher than the
part of sodium reservoir to prevent the sapphire window from
any contamination of sodium.

The sodium atomic beam effusing

from the orifice was monitored with a surface ionization
detector (tungsten ribbon filament).

Calibration of the

detector was made by a deposition method; the effusing sodium
atoms were condensed on a collector plate attached to the beam
shutter cooled by running water; an amount of sodium deposited
on the collector plate during several tens of hours was
measured in the same manner as that of the previous experiment
(Matsumoto et al 1980a).

Then the target density is derived

from the measured intensity of effusing sodium beam, the
temperature of the cell, and the present gee ^.trical dr snsions.
The present optical attenuation technique is illustrated
in figure 2.

The light emission through the window was

observed at a right angle to the beam axis.

The optical image

of emission was focussed on the entrance slit of a monochromator
by the use of a condensing lens made of quartz-CaF_.

By

sliding the lens parallel to the beam axis, the emission
intensity can be observed as a function of the position along
-11-

the beam axis.

Intensities of specified emission lines were

received by a grating monochromator equipped with a photomultiplier (HTV R585S).

The light signals were measured by a

single-photon-counting system.

Typical photon signals were

about 100 cps at the primary ion current of several nA, whereas
the dark noise count was less than 2 cps.

In order to eliminate

errors due to fluctuations in the ion current and to reduce
random errors of the photon counts, a current integration of
the primary beam was made by the use of a voltage-to-frequency
converter and a preset counter.

The photon signals S(x) and

S'(x) were accumulated during the preset interval.
The cross sections a~, and at-, are derived from the slope
of In S (x) and ln-S'(x) plotted as a function of Nx.

Then

the error in the cross section value should be the sum of
errors in N ~.nd in x and random errors coming from the
determination of the slope.

The estimated uncertainty in the

measured target density is similar to that reported previously;
errors in the value of N arise mainly from the calibration of
the surface ionisation detector and were estimated less than
+ 10 % for the absolute measurement and + 2 % for the relative
measurement.

As for the determination of the position

coordinate x by optical measurements, errors come mainly from
the magnification of optical image focussed with the condensing
lens.

This error was estimated less than +_ 0.5 %.

Random

errors arising from the determination of the slope of In S(x) anc
In S1(x)

were estimated at + 2.5 %.

in the cross sections a_, and a*
+ 11 % in quadrature sum.

Then the total error

was estimated to be about

The error in the ratio CT2j/a21'
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however, is only due to random errors of the slope determination,
because the photon signals S(x) and S1(x) were obtained under
the same experimental condition, and therefore the error in
the ratio was estimated at + 4 %.
Attenuation of the primary ion beam I/IQ is related to
the measured quantities as follows;

i

V2

Io

I x + I2/2

(9)

where I. and I- are the ion beam currents of singly and doubly
charged ions, respectively.
Ar

+ Na

followed by Ar

A secondary process, Ar

+ Na -»•

+ Na ->• Ar + Na , was neglected here

because of its small cross section (Matsumoto et al 1980a).
Both the ion currents I, and I_ were measured with the Faraday
cup B; peaks of both the ion currents observed by scanning the
applied voltage of the deflector were flat-topped and completely
separated from each other; the values of I. and I- were
determined from the heights of these peaks.
As the fraction of the metastable-state

D ions in the

primary ion beam is determined from equation (8), the error
in the fraction value is related to all the measured
quantities, 1/IQ* O„-., o* , N, and L, in which the errors in
the cross section and in the target density have estimated
above.
+_ 3 %.

Uncertainty of the beam current measurement was within
Thus the error in the beam attenuation I/Ig is less

than +_ 4.5 %.

The effective length L of the gas cell was

determined by gas kinematics; the effective length is 1.02
times as large as the geometrical length of the cell.
-13-

The error due to this correction may not exceed + 2 %.

The

total error in the fraction f is not a simple sum of errors
in the measured quantities, because it is related not only to
the error in each quantity measured but also to the value of
the measured quantity itself.

As a result of rather compli-

cated calculations, the total error in the fraction f was
estimated to be + 55 % in quadrature sum for the present
experiment.
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4. Results and discussion

Many emission lines mostly coming from the charge-changed
Ar (4p, 4d, 5s, and 4p') ions were observed along the primary
ion beam axis.

Among these lines, two strong emission lines,

3729 A (4p 4 S 3 / 2 +4s 4 P 5 / 2 )

and 4348 A

(4P 4°7/2 *

4s

4

were selected as the representatives of emission lines from
the Ar (nl) state.

The attenuation of emission intensities

of the two lines along the beam axis, S(x), is shown in
figure 3 (a) as a function of Nx at the collision energy of
1.5 keV.

In figure 3 (b) is shown similar attenuation of
2
emission intensities, S'(x), of two lines, 4072 A (4p* D 5 / 2
4s1

2

D5/2)

and

46

°9

h

(4p'

2p

7/2

+ 4s

'

2D

5/2^'

at the

same

collision energy; these lines are the representatives of
emission lines from the Ar (nl1) state.
Three effects at least should be taken into account for
the evaluation of S(x) and S 1 (x).

The first is the lifetime

effect; fast exited particles such as Ar (4p and 4p') ions
radiate downstream dependently on their lifetime and velocity.
The second is non-uniformity of the target density in the cell;
the density should be low near the entrance and exit apertures
due to effusion of sodium atoms.

The third is concerned with

the present geometry of optics; near the ends of the cell, the
photon flux received by the present optics is reduced.

These

effects are enhanced near the end region, and the correction
for the effects is necessary there.
In fact, the measured
f
photon signals S(x) and S'(x) decrease near the entrance
aperture.

In the present data shown in figure 3, however,
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all the data points measured near the ends of the cell are
omitted in order to avoid systematic errors associated with
the correction.
As seen in ::igure 3, the data points line up on the
respective single straight lines in the semi logarithmic plot
of S (x) and S' (x) versus Nx for all the anission lines observed
within experimental errors.

This means that the attenuation

of each emission intensity is a single exponential decay.
If the excitation and deexcitation processes, Ar 2+ (3 P) + Na *
Ar 2+ (1D) + Na, would be significant, such a simple decay
should not be observed.

Therefore, the third assumption in

section 2-1 is acceptable for the present experiment.
Furthermore, the slopes of In S(x) agree with each other
for the two emission lines coming from the Ar (4p) state
within experimental errors; the slope is independent of emissicr
lines observed, if they come from the same Ar (4p) state.
Quite similarly, the two slopes of In S'(x) agree with each
other; th?; slope is also independent of emission lines, as far
as they come from the same Ar (4p') state.

These facts can

be naturally understood, only when the first assumption is
accepted together with the third assumption.
both the components Ar

( P) and Ar

That is to say,

( D) in the primary ion

beam should attenuate independently in traversing the cell,
and the state of core configuration of each component,

P and

D, should not change during the present collision.
As expected from equations (6) and (7), the slopes of
In S{x) and In S1(x) versus Nx give the cross sections of the
one-electron capture by the ground-state Ar
-16-

( P) ions a^^ and

by

the metastable-state Ar

( D) ions a*

from Na.

These

cross sections obtained at the collision energy of 1.5 keV are
as follows:

a o1 = (1.34 + O.15)xio~14 cm2.
and
= (1.77 + 0.20)xl0~14 cm2.

The cross section for the metastable-state ion is about 1.3
times as large as that for the ground-state ion.

Such a

difference between the slopes for the two components

P and

D

is clearly seen in figure 4, where the data points for the
4348 A emission line are shifted to fit in those for the 3729 A
line (both the lines come from the same Ar (4p) state) and the
data points for the 4609 A line in those for the 4072 A line
(both the lines come from the same Ar (4p') state).
Figure 5 illustrates the beam attenuation of Ar

ions

I/IQ measured as a function of the target density at the
collision energy of 1.5 keV.

Each data point at a fixed

target density is the average for several, repeated scans of
the deflector voltage.

Owing to a rather small difference

between a_, and ai, observed, the beam attenuation I/IQ looks
like a single exponential decay.

As we have just evaluated

each value of a_i and at, from the 0AM, we can now estimate
the fraction of the metastable-state Ar
primary ion beam.

( D) ions in the

Actually, for every measurement of

g

the corresponding f value was derived from equation (8), and
then these f values obtained were averaged out.
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The mean

value of the fraction f obtained in such a way is estimated
to be (0.29 + 0.16).

Though we can not say definitely about

the fraction value because of its rather large error, it is
noted that the fraction f=0.29 obtained here is close to the
1
2+ 3
statistical composition of the
D, and

S) ion beam.

D ions in the primary Ar

( P,

According to our previous work under

a single-collision condition, the ratio of the emission
intensity of the 37 29 A line coming from the Ar (4p) state to
that of the 4072 A line from the Ar (4p') state was independen
of such parameters of the ECR ion source as the pressure, the
magnetic field and its mirror ratio, and the microwave power
at keV collisions within experimental errors.

This fact

suggests that the metastable fraction is independent of the
present ion source parameters.
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5. Concluding remarks

The cross sections of the one-electron capture by the groundstate Ar + ( P) ions, a,,, and by the metastable-state Ar + ( D)
ions, 0J,, from Na have been determined independently by the
optical attenuation method (OAM).
Both the cross sections
measured are of the order of 10-14 cm2 and the value of a*
is about 1.3 times as large as that of a,, at the collision
energy of 1.5 keV.

In combination with the conventional beam

attenuation method, the OAM gives the fraction of the metastable1
2+
state

D ions in the primary Ar

ion beam.

The fraction is

estimated at around 29 %, which is close to the statistical
composition of the

D ions among the Ar

( P,

The present OAM has two merit at least.

D, and

S) ions.

First, it

offers a useful means for determination of o_. and oJ-,, in
particular, in case a., is nearly the same as at,, because
it is able to determine each cross section independently.
Second, in spite of s^ectroscopic measurements, the OAM does
not need absolute measurements of emission intensities.
Therefore, the OAM is rather simple and does not include serious
errors associated with absolute measurements.
very important for the study in the VUV region.

This merit is
Quite recently,

Brazuk and Winter (1982) '•successfully applied the modified OAM
in the VUV region to the (Ne

+ Xe) collision system.

Furthermore, only relative measurement of the target density
is necessary for determining the metastable ion fraction, when
the OAM is combined with the beam attenuation method.
may be another merit.
-19-

This

Care should be taken, however, on applying the OAM,
because it is based on several assumptions, of which validity
has been checked by the present experiment and from the
statistical consideration described in our previous paper.
Among these assumptions, the first assumption is most important;
it is assumed that the state of core configuration of the
primary ions is conserved during the one-elecron capture
collision.

Such an assumption can not be acceptable for

violent collisions.

At keV energy collisions involving

multicharged ions, however, there may be a number of oneelecron transfer collision systems where this assumption is
reasonably accepted.
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Figure captions

figure 1. Schematic view of the present experimental setup
figure 2. Schematic diagram of the optical attenuation method
figure 3. Attenuation of emission intensities versus Nx.
(a), 3729 A line and 4348 A line from Ar+(4p) state
(b), 4072 A line and 4609 A line from Ar+(4p') stat<
figure 4. Comparison between attenuations of emission
intensities coming from Ar (4p) and Ar (4p") states
open circles are data points for 3729 A line and
4072 A line; solid circles for 4348 A line and
4609 A line (see text for detail).
figure 5. Attenuation of Ar
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